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The pace of genomic discovery in rare disease 
is breathtaking. Two hundred and fifty new 
gene-disease associations are identified annually. 
Over nine thousand new variant-disease 
associations are reported per year.1

Deeper understanding of the genome is being 
uncovered with each new day. 

Move

traditional methods

Evidence-based guidelines issued by the 
American College of Genetics and Genomics 
Ի�Hġ�ԼڂʎǵΞɟ̿ڂɟɂ́ʄ˱ʡφɟɎͮڂʎɟڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿ 
ʎ́ˍɟՈʄɟ˱́˪ɟ͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄڂԲǆ�ƉԼ̿́ڂ
ʎ́ˍɟՈɟΫ́˪ɟ͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄڂԲǆ^ƉԼڂʡ˱ڂɿʡ̿ͮ͝͝ڂ̿́ڂɟɂ́˱Ɏڂ
tier use. Improved management, higher 
diagnostic yield, and improved costs were cited 
as support to using early in a genomic 
evaluation.5

Hʎ̿́˪́́͝˪ǵˍڂ˪ʡɂ̿́ǵ̿̿ǵΰ͝ڂԲHġ�Լڂǵ̿ɟڂǵ̿ͮڂǵɎʡͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂ
testing method used by investigators in 
individuals with unexplained developmental 
disabilities.2

It enables profiling of chromosomal abnormalities, 
such as duplications and microdeletions, down to 
ԋՔԆԅ˅Ȼڂʡ˱͝ڂʡφɟձ3  ǆʎʡˍɟڂʎʡʄʎˍΰڂɟɿɿɟɂͮʡΞɟհڂHġ� 
accesses only a portion of the genome and does 
not enable interrogation of sequence variants.

WGS and WES offer higher
diagnostic utility than CMA 
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The burden
of multigene panels

The velocity of change brings challenges for the
modern molecular genomics laboratory to stay
current. One lab found 23% of positive WES 
findings were in genes described within the last 
ͮ́ڂΰɟǵ̿͝հڂʎʡˍɟڂԎِ́ڂɿ̵́͝ڂʡͮʡΞɟڂΞǵ̿ʡǵ˱ͮ͝ڂɟ̿ɟڂʡ˱ڂ
novel gene discoveries.ԍ

Labs face a continuous cycle of new panel design 
and validation with every new gene or variant
association with rare disease, requiring
significant expenditure of time and resources, all 
while being unable to engage in gene discovery 
themselves. 
 

In contrast, with WGS and WES labs can create 
a comprehensive assay, amenable to the latest 
genomic discoveries. New findings can be
incorporated into existing workflows and
“future-proof” the test menu.

Re-analysis of existing data sets can identify 
novel associations without the need to 
re-sequence samples or re-validate an assay. 
“Virtual panels” can be created out of a genome 
or exome output, providing ordering health care 
providers a bespoke panel of their 
ɂʎ́́͝ʡ˱ʄڂԲ�ʡʄͽ̿ɟڂԇԼձ

Use of whole-genome or whole-exome 
sequencing as an assay foundation enables 
dynamic creation and modification of 
“virtual panels” as more is understood about 
the genome.

Create “virtual panels” with a 
genome or exome foundation

�ʡʄͽ̿ɟڂԇյڂ�ɟ˱́˪ɟڂǵ͝ڂǵڂɿ́ͽ˱Ɏǵͮʡ́˱

for the future



With WES

find a molecular 
etiologyԎ

Scale variant interpretation 
and benefit from
Next-Generation Sequencing 
Իĩ�ƉԼ

For labs that want to increase capabilities and 
gain proficiency in comprehensive NGS analysis, 
WES is a targeted sequencing approach that
enables them to focus resources on genes likely 
to affect the phenotype.

WES targets protein-coding regions, which
comprise less than 2% of the genome but contain 
֛ԐԅՔԐԋِ́ڂɿڂ˅˱́˱ڂɎʡ͝ɟǵ͝ɟՈ̿ɟˍǵͮɟɎڂΞǵ̿ʡǵ˱ͮ͝ձԍ
It produces a manageable data set for focused 
analysis that can help build competencies.

Ŵ̿́ΞʡɎɟͮڂʎɟڂˍǵȻ́̿ǵͮ́̿ΰ 
professional a broad view of 
coding variants.

Enhance laboratory proficiencies 
associated with data management 
and interpretation at scale. 

Offer greater opportunity for 
re-analysis or discovery potential 
ͮʎǵ˱ڂHġڂ̿́ڂ�ʄɟ˱ɟ̵ڂǵ˱ɟˍ͝ձڂڂ

WES can:

For Research Use Only.
Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

your analysis with WES
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Single-Nucleotide Variants (SNVs)

Limited capabilities Capable

Insertions & Deletions (Indels)

Copy Number Variants (CNVs)

Repeat Expansions

Structural Variants (SVs)

Mitochandrial

Paralogs

WGS offers unparalleled
analysis

For labs that want to streamline operational 
efficiency, WGS provides the most 
comprehensive view of the human genome.

WGS enables simultaneous analysis of thousands 
of genes with known or suspected associations 
with rare disease, as well as discovery of novel 
causative variants. Enabling uniform coverage of 
coding regions, WGS provides advantages 
evaluating exons compared to WES. 
As a single assay, there is no other test that can 
Ɏɟͮɟɂͮڂǵ͝ڂ˪ǵ˱ΰڂɎʡΞɟ̿͝ɟڂΞǵ̿ʡǵ˱ͮͮڂΰ̵ɟ͝ڂԲƗǵȻˍɟڂԆԼձ

It is clear whole-genome sequencing is contributing significantly to end diagnostic odysseys in rare 
disease. With guidelines advocating use as a first–tier test5, inclusion in national health care systemsԎ, 
and increasing evidence of economic value when used as a first–tier testԏ, genome sequencing appears 
to be on the path toward standard of care.  

*Variant detection may vary depending on laboratory and test offering
Hġڂ֓ڂ�ɂʎ̿́˪́́͝˪ǵˍڂ˪ʡɂ̿́ǵ̿̿ǵΰհڂHĩǃڂ֓ڂɂ̵́ΰڂ˱ͽ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂΞǵ̿ʡǵ˱ͮհڂ�ÄƉ ڂ֓ڂɿˍͽ́̿ɟ͝ɂɟ˱ɂɟڂʡ˱Ո͝ʡͮͽڂʎΰȻ̿ʡɎʡφǵͮʡ́˱հڂʡ˱Ɏɟˍڂֆ͝ڂ˪ǵˍˍڂʡ˱͝ɟ̿ͮʡ́˱ڂɎɟˍɟͮʡ́˱հڂĩ�Ɖڂ֓ڂ˱ɟΫͮՈʄɟ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄհ 
ŴHż̵́ڂ֓ڂˍΰ˪ɟ̿ǵ͝ɟڂɂʎǵʡ˱̿ڂɟǵɂͮʡ́˱հڂƉĩǃֆ͝ʡ˱ʄˍɟڂ˱ͽɂˍɟ́ͮʡɎɟڂΞǵ̿ʡǵ˱ͮհڂǆ^Ɖڂ֓ڂʎ́ˍɟՈɟΫ́˪ɟ͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄհڂǆ�Ɖڂ֓ڂʎ́ˍɟՈʄɟ˱́˪ɟ͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄ

ƗǵȻˍɟڂԆյڂH́˪̵ǵ̿ǵʡ́͝˱́ڂɿڂǆ�Ɖڂ́ͮڂƉͮǵ˱Ɏǵ̿ɎڂƗɟͮ͝ʡ˱ʄ

WGS provides the most comprehensive analysis of geneomic 
variants among all clinical genomic testing methods9

Comprehensive variant calling can result in 
greater opportunities to interrogate the genome, 
as 13% of WGS diagnoses in a large national pilot 
study were not expected to be discovered with 
exome sequencing.Ԏ WGS also provides a 
foundational assay for other emerging 
applications including pharmacogenomics, human 
ˍɟͽ˅́ɂΰͮɟڂǵ˱ͮʡʄɟ˱ڂԲ Ė�Լͮڂΰ̵ʡ˱ʄհڂǵ˱Ɏ̵́ڂˍΰʄɟ˱ʡɂڂ
risk scores. 

No single test is more 



Library prep
Sequencing

Data analysis

Illumina offers investigators integrated, 
streamlined workflows for WES and WGS 
research that follow the same three steps labs 
may be familiar with and already use for targeted 
͝ɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄڂԲ�ʡʄͽ̿ɟڂԊԼձڂżɟʄǵ̿Ɏˍɟ́͝͝ڂɿͮڂʎɟڂ˪ɟͮʎ́Ɏհڂ
prepared libraries are loaded onto an Illumina 
platform for sequencing.

WES research can be performed on a range of 
Äˍˍͽ˪ʡ˱ǵ͝ڂΰͮ͝ɟ˪͝ڂɿ̿́˪ͮڂʎɟڂȻɟ˱ɂʎ̵ͮ́ڂġʡƉɟ̻֧
Ɖΰͮ͝ɟ˪ͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂĩ́ΞǵƉɟ̻֧ڂԍԅԅԅڂƉΰͮ͝ɟ˪ձ
The output capabilities and scalability of the 
ĩɟΫͮƉɟ̻֧ڂԆԅԅԅհڂĩɟΫͮƉɟ̻ڂԇԅԅԅհڂǵ˱Ɏڂĩ́ΞǵƉɟ̻ڂ
ԍԅԅԅڂƉΰͮ͝ɟ˪͝ڂ˪ǵ˅ɟͮڂʎɟ˪ڂʡɎɟǵˍڂɿ́̿ڂǆ�Ɖ 
investigations.

Illumina sequencing systems are powered by the 
͝ǵ˪ɟ͝ڂɟ̻ͽɟ˱ɂʡ˱ʄڂȻΰ͝ڂΰ˱ͮʎɟ͝ʡ͝ڂԲƉ@ƉԼڂɂʎɟ˪ʡͮ̿͝ΰհڂ
so data generated across 
systems can be compared and integrated, 
enabling labs to transition to new methods with 
confidence. 

Regardless of the specific method used, all Illumina NGS workflows consist of three basic steps: 
library prep, sequencing, and data analysis.

The Illumina NGS workflow

�ʡʄͽ̿ɟڂԊյ
The Illumina NGS workflow

workflows for NGS methods



Illumina’s Emedgene intuitive
genomic analysis platform enables 
ԇՔԋΫڂʡ˪̵̿́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ˱ڂɟɿɿʡɂʡɟ˱ɂΰմڂ

The cornerstone of rare disease analysis is 
interpretation. With variability in the method, the 
genes interrogated, and the output generated by 
an application, a software solution to provide an 
investigator a complete view of the data is 
crucial.

Illumina’s Emedgene tertiary analysis platform has 
been designed to translate the vast amounts of 
data produced by WGS, WES and virtual panels 
into meaningful insights, enabling rapid analysis. 

Streamline interpretation and automate
evidence curation with explainable artificial 
ʡ˱ͮɟˍˍʡʄɟ˱ɂɟڂԲǍ�ÄԼڂǵ˱Ɏڂ˪ǵɂʎʡ˱ɟՈˍɟǵ̿˱ʡ˱ʄ

Ä˱ͮɟʄ̿ǵͮɟڂʡͮʎͮڂʎɟڂɂˍ́ͽɎՈȻǵ͝ɟɎڂSż��^ĩ֧ 
@ʡ́ՈÄƗڂŴˍǵͮɿ́̿˪ڂ́ͮڂɟ˱ǵȻˍɟڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟհڂ
streamlined secondary and tertiary analysis 
workflows and ultrarapid variant calling 

Illumina offers users an ecosystem of end-to-end 
high-throughput products, designed for diverse 
researcher needs. Whether it is including 
automation to increase efficiency, ensuring 
quality of a run, or providing a seamless 
experience with scalable software for 
sample-to-report generation, laboratories can 
have confidence knowing they have the very 
latest to equip them in their search for answers.  

Learn more

Whole-exome sequencing 
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Whole-genome sequencing 
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